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News and Fire Advice From West Gidge Brigade Nov 2009 
 

Restricted Burning Season from 1st Oct 2009 to 30th Nov 2009 
Permits required 

Hasn’t it dried off rapidly. Very active fire behaviour has been observed recently, brigades 
attending a number of fires which have been the result of hazard reduction burns getting out 
of control. 
This Fire Season will see changes to the Bushfires Act 1954 some of which are listed later in 
the article. 
 
Recent Recruitment 
Congratulations to Duke Cole from East Gidge and Phil Croot from West Gidge who 
completed their initial formal training as Bush Fire Fighters recently.  
Overall recruitment for the past couple of years across Gidgegannup has been poor, and is 
not keeping pace with retirements which means active membership is diminishing. 
 
Landowner/Occupier Obligations when a Bushfire Occurs 
EVERY property should have a well prepared Bushfire Action Plan, it is negligent and 
irresponsible not to do so.  All residents are strongly encouraged to become involved in a 
Bushfire Readiness Group (BRG) for their immediate area.  
Under section 28 of the Bushfires Act 1954 you should take all possible measures to 
extinguish any bushfire on property you occupy. This is of course tempered with reason. 
What is possible depends on your circumstances. No one expects you to expose yourself or 
your family to danger. The only reasonable action under the circumstances might be to 
evacuate, or retreat to a well prepared dwelling or refuge. If your home is under threat, your 
priority may be to protect that.  
What is not acceptable is for you to leave the area prior to the Brigades taking over unless 
you are doing so for safety reasons, or to do nothing about a bushfire if it is practicable. 
Remember the Brigades will take some time to respond. Members are all volunteers and 
may often have to come a long way, especially if they are at work. 
 
What you can do 
If you have the equipment, are appropriately dressed, and can do so SAFELY, you may be 
in the best position to tackle the fire in the early stages and to extinguish or control it early 
before it spreads. Sometimes 10 or 100 litres of water applied very quickly can be more 
effective than  100,000 litres an hour later if the fire gets away. You may save many hours or 
days of subsequent firefighting and mopup effort by the Brigades, and greatly reduce losses 
to yourself and the community.  
However you should NEVER EXPOSE YOURSELF TO UNNECESSARY RISK. Always 
advise someone as to what you are doing, and avoid tackling a fire alone. 
Many sensible and proactive property owners have a fire unit of some type. It might be a slip 
on, trailer or tractor mounted unit used not just for firefighting, but for other uses including 
carting water for stock, horticulture, dust suppression, construction etc. These are a valuable 
multipurpose tool for many tasks around your property and may make all the difference in 
protecting you, your family, friends, neighbours and assets if a bushfire occurs. For advice 
on suitability of private fire units contact your local Brigade. 
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Working with Brigades at a Fire 
If you are tackling the fire, once the Brigades arrive you should cooperate fully with whoever 
is in charge. Look for Brigade members wearing a YELLOW or RED HELMET, they are the 
senior personnel.  
Depending on circumstances you may be asked to to continue as part of the FESA 
controlled response, or asked to leave the fireground. You are legally obliged to follow the 
reasonable directions of a Brigade or FESA officer. However you and your equipment cannot 
be coopted for ongoing fire suppression without your consent.  
It is very unlikely that you would be asked to leave the fireground if you are protecting your 
own home unless your staying greatly threatens your personal safety. 
 
The Incident Controller’s decision to allow you to continue with fire suppression activities will 
be based on SAFETY, on whether you are SUITABLY DRESSED and on whether your 
vehicle is SUITABLE FOR FIREFIGHTING.  
You would need to be prepared to cooperate and follow directions. A major factor will be 
what effective contribution you could make as more FESA resources arrive.  
 
How you could contribute 
You might be asked to remain with the incident controller and assist with local knowledge. 
You might be asked to assist patrol and mopup in already controlled areas and around 
buildings, thus freeing up Brigade units for more urgent tasks. Patrol and mopup are very 
important, as reignitions and escapes of fire can undo lots of hard work in fire suppression. 
You may be able to contribute greatly by ferrying water to Brigade units and thus reducing 
time lost in travelling to refill. This can take as much as 75% of the total deployment time if 
water supplies are distant.  
It is very unlikely that once Brigade Resources have arrived that you would be tasked to 
tackle the more active parts of the fire with a private unit unless it is very well equipped and 
is crewed by trained volunteer firefighters.  
 

Changes to the Bushfires Act 
These are currently before WA Parliament and have been introduced following several 
Enquiries and Coroners Investigations and the Interim report into the Victorian Bushfires. 
Some are listed below 
 
FESA to be able to take overall charge of major fires  

- Most fires will still be run by Local Govt (Bushfire Brigades), FESA (through FRS) or 
DEC depending where the fire is. 

- DEC and Local Govt will be able to hand over control between them. This cannot be 
legally done at present outside their own current response areas. 

- When FESA take over at larger fires, Local Govt or DEC will still very likely be 
controlling operations, with FESA as the overall coordinator. 

 
Compulsory Evacuations  
These will apply under circumstances where it is deemed that people cannot safely stay. 
This is not intended to be applied to those who are adequately prepared to stay and defend. 
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Total Fire Bans  
Able to be applied if extreme weather is forecast or if firefighting resources are very 
stretched due to fires already burning.  
Bans will cover hot work in the open (eg cutting, welding, grinding), open air cooking, certain 
vehicle and equipment movement and operation including harvesting, and other activities 
likely to start fires.  
Certain exemptions apply but these have to be arranged BEFORE the fire season, very 
good reason will need to be shown for these.  
Bans can be applied on a regional or local basis. Local Govt will still be able to impose 
certain bans as in the past. 
 
Road Closures and People/animal/vehicle movements 
With major fires the Incident Controller will be able to direct people, animal and vehicle 
movements near a fire, and to close roads and access routes. The IC will be able to 
authorise vehicles and machinery to be moved without permits where these would be 
normally required. 
 
New Bushfire Danger Ratings 
Expect to see these during this coming Fire Season. New categories in bold type. 

Proposed ratings will be  
Low – Moderate – High – Very high – Severe – Extreme – Catastrophic 
 
A Catastrophic rating means that even well prepared structures will be difficult if not 
impossible to defend 
 
Redefining “Property” 
This closes a loophole which has resulted in some arson prosecutions being unsuccessful or 
downgraded. 
 
 
 
 


